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CHAPTER. I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was conducted to test the validity of a 

picture test organized and first used in 1967 by Mrs. 

Wynona Johansen as a means of revealing juvenile delinquenoy 

tendencies in teenagers. Johansen deVised the test at 

Drake University, while working with delinquent girls who 

were residing in Mitohellville Training School. Through 

the facilities and information available at MitchellVille, 

Johansen believed that she could reveal from delinquents, 

delinquent tendencies that had not been preViously 

determined. 

ASBUming that Johansen's hypothesis is true, the use 

of this picture test could then be used in public schoole 

to reveal possible juvenile delinquent tendencies. If the 

results from the test are valid, the test would provide 

guidance personnel with information that would bring about 

action on the part of the counselor to help keep the 

student tendenoies from becoming practice. 

I. PROBLEM 

The problem was to determine whether through the use 

of the Johansen picture test, pre-delinquent behavior could 

be determined in the responses of the eighth-grade girls 

of the Colona, Illinois. grade school. 
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The school involved has graduated many students who 

later were actually prosecuted as delinquents. Knowing 

that many of the students involved in the interviewing by 

the investigator had older brothers and sisters already 

classified as juvenile delinquents, the investigator be

lieved, prior to the testing, that the results should 

reveal some delinquent tendencies in the students tested. 

It is granted that there is no surety of future delin

quency in the investigator's sample. 

Johansen's test consisted of twenty-five pictures, 

twenty-four pictures selected from magazines and one 

blank picture. Eaoh girl was presented the pictures, one 

at a time, and asked to relate what the picture meant to 



the desired number. the investigator obtained her sample 

by taking the first alphabetical name and then every other 

name down the list. Therefore. all odd-number names on the 

list were selected. 

The girls were called together and told that they 

had been selected to help in a study being conducted by 

one of their teachers who was to be the investigator. In 

this study they would be asked to tell stories about maga

zine piotures that would be presented to them. From their 

responses the investigator could jUdge creativity and other 

information that would beao! value in the study being con

ducted. 

Upon completion of the explanation, the girls were 

given letters explaining to the parents the desires of the 

investigator and the procedure of the investigation. By 

so doing the investigator hoped to eliminate all possible 

objections by parents who were not willing to have their 

daughters partioipate. After the letters of approval were 

returned. a schedule for interviewing the students was 

established. 

In the interviews the girls were presented the twenty

five pictures from the Johansen study. one at a time. and 

asked to relate what they saw in that particular picture. 

Their responses were tape recorded so they could be tran

scribed and studied. 
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After the interviewing was completed. the responses 

were studied for evidences of juvenile delinquency patterns. 

These responses were compared witb patterns for juvenile 

delinquency revealed from a review of the literature. 

III. LOCALE 

C~lona Grade School is located in Colona. Illinois. 

Colona is a suburban area of the Quad Cities in western 

Illinois. The graduates of this grade school attend high 

school at United Township High School which is located in 

East Moline. Illinois. 

The students involved in this study come primarily 

from homes of laborers. the majority of whom are employed 

in jobs related to the farm implement business. There was 

a prevalence of working mothers and high divorce rate 

apparent in the area. 



CHAPTER II 

CAUSES OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

I. BACKGROUND 

Delinquency is not a new problem nor is it something 

that is decreasing. It is without question a sooial 

problem affecting the young generation. 

But the evidence is overwhelming that a great
 
many children are in trouble. It is perhaps a
 
fair approximation to say that 5 per oent of the
 
sohool population at any given time needs help in
 
solving problems of adjustment--i~ other words,
 
in 1940 about 1,200,000 ohildren. 1
 

With the considerably larger school population of 

today the five per oent figure beoomes frightening. The 

1967 Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin

ietration of Justioe reports that twenty per cent of all 

persons arrested were under the age of eighteen. In 

simpler terms this is defined bo say that one out of six 

males under the age of eighteen will be referred to juvenile 

oourt in connection with a juvenile act before his eighteenth 
2birthday. The ratio for girls was not oalculated. 

lLowell Juilliard Carr, Delinquency Control (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1940), p. lJb. 

2Ralph Lundgren, "Juvenile Delinquenoy--So What?", 
Illinois Education, XXX (r~rch, 1968), J01. 
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II. CHARACTERISTICS 

In this section of the study a revelation of the 

basic characteristics of a juvenile delinquent is intended. 

It is usually taken for granted that the way a per

son gets along in life is almost wholly dependent on his 

"brains." a colloquial term used referring to his intelll

gence. But probings of the mainspring of conduct and 

social relations tend more and more to stress the part 

played by temperamental and emotio~~l forces in the develop

ment of personality and oharacter and the channeling of 

conduct. 1 

Since delinquency is the individual's reaction to 

his environment, in all instances life situations and 

sooial pressures do play a part in the production of delln

quency. Comparisons of delinquents and non-delinquents 

prove conclusively that vastly more dynamic is the sub

jeotive side of the delinquent's life, his feelings, 
2attitudes, and mental content. 

lSheldon and Eleanor Glueck. Delinquents in the 
r1aking (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1952), p. 139:-

2Wll1iam Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, ~ Light 
on pelinguenc,Y and its Treatmen~. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1936), p. 50. 
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Great restlessness or overactivity was frequently 
reported by parents, teachers, and others to be an 
habitual characteristic of the delinquent; ••• An 
individual could evidently be fairly characterized 
as extremely active, overrestless, or overlively as 
showing uncontrolled, uninhibited physical impulses 
(sometimes he is spoken of as being very aggressive), 
or as being excessively fond of excitement. 1 

The thought of these youthful thwartlngs and dls

satisfactions as possibly forming a basis for the growth 

of delinquency trends led to the combination of findings 

about the home and school situation. The fact emerged 

that in no less than seventy-five per cent there was evi

dence of marked dislike either of school or of father or 

of mother. Such a large percentage seems vastly signifi

cant as indicating the part emotional life plays in the 

genesis of delinqUency.2 

With so much evidence indicating the importance of 

the emotional stability of the individual in regard to the 

development of delinquency, many people have made studies 

in this area. In an extensive study done by Glueck he 

compared five hundred delinquent boys with five hundred 

non-delinquent boys of similar background. 

As we cast a backward glance on the two sets of 
boys with reference to their interpersonal relations. 
we must be impressed with the fact that in certain 
respects that are significant for social adaptation, 
the delinquent boys are less effectively equipped 
than the law-abiding ones. As a group, the delinguents 

1llli., p. 44. 2Ibid., p. 48. 
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are markedly less cooperative in their relations to 
those with whom they are closely associated; a sub
stantially greater proportion of them have conscious 
or unconscious hostile impulses; they are more sus
Eicious of the motives of others; they are more 
destructive; and more of the delinquents than of the 
non-delinquents are armed with an exaggeratedly 
defensive attitude toward life. 1 

III. PREDICTION DEVICES 

Recognition of problem behavior requires either 
(1) a certain amount of familiarity with the prin
ciples of mental hygiene, or (2) the use of eEpec
ially prepared "instruments" of diSC~Very which any 
reasonably observant person can use. 

Concerning "the use of especially prepared 'instru

mentd of discovery." the investigator would hope to reveal 

delinquent tendencies. Early prevention requires early 

identification of the children whose rearing or tempera

mental distortions are symptomatic of ultimate delinquency. 

SUch identification is not easy; for, on the one hand, it 

cannot wait on overt behavior. and, on the other, even 

obvious misbehavior may be but a transient occurrence 

rather than indicative of a tendency to persistent delin

quency.) 

Moreover, the considered use of predictive devices 
in the screening of potential delinquents should 
spearhead the improvement of existing preventive
therapeutic programs and the experimental development 

1Glueck, Q£. cit., p. 152. 

2Carr, £E. cit., p. 184. 

3Glueck, 2£. cit., p. 115. 
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of new techniques. It may well be, also, that 
further reflection on the traits and factors which 
occur most frequentlY in prediction tables will 
yield fruitful clues to the most1potent and most 
permeative cause of delinquency. 

Glueck in his studies on juvenile delinquency checked 

his prediction tables. 

The fact that prediction tables constructed on 
one group of cases check on another group despite 
marked differences in the background of the two 
sets of delinquents broadens the base of their use
fulness. 2 

Delinquent tendencies can be discovered in many 

children long before those children would normally reach 

the juvenile court and these tendencies, if left untreated, 

Ultimately in a large percentage of cases lead to the 

juvenile court.) "This would appear to mean that early 

detection of antisocial tendencies followed by fulfilled 

clinical prescription is of real importance. ft4 

I V• TABLES OF CAUSEa 

To illustrate causes of delinquency, Tables I and 

II are included in this study. To emphasize the importance 

1~., p. 59. 

2Ibid., p. 59. 

)Carr, 2£. cit., p. 1)6. 

4Glueck, £E. cit., p. 114. 
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TABLE I 

IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 
BASED ON FIVE TRAITS OF CHARACTER STRUCTUBE1 

Predictive Traits Delinquency Scores 

SOCIAL ASSERTIVENESS 

Absent
 
Slight
 
Present
 

DEFIANCE 

Absent
 
Slight
 
Present
 

SUSPICIOUSNESS 

Absent
 
Slight
 
Present
 

DES1'RUCTlVENESS 

Absent
 
Slight
 
Present
 

EMOTIONAL LIABILITY 

Absent
 
Slight
 
Present
 

34.9 
76.7 
91.0 

37.5 
47.3 
67.3 

35.7 
69.9 
77.7 

40.0 
65.0 
75.2 

Note: In the predictive traits above, absent means that 
the trait does not playa relevant or significant role in 
the oharacter struoture; slight indioates that the trait, 
although it may be present, is not clearly so; Eresent 
indioates that the trait is olearly evident in the charaoter 
structure. 

lSheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Predicting Delinquenoy 
and Crime (Cambridge, r~ssaohusetts: Harvard University 
Press, 1960). p. 2)6. 
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TABLE II 

IDENTIFICATION OF POTENIlIIAL JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 
BASED ON FIVl:!: PERSONALITY TRAITSl 

Predictive Traits Delinquency Scores 

ADVENTUROUSNESS 

Absent 
Present 

EXTROVERSION IN ACTION 

Absent 
Present 

SUGGESTIBILITY 

Absent 
Present 

STUBBORNNESS 

Absent 
Present 

EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY 

Absent 
Present 

37.8 
66.5 

39.0 
83.4 

26.5 
62.0 

Note: In the predictive traits above, present means that 
the trait 1s 80 clear that the psychiatrist cannot ques
tion its presence; absent means that the trait is either 
not prominent or that it 1s probably absent. 

lSheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Predicting Delinquency 
and Crime (Cambridge, 1l1assachusetts: Harvard Vntverst ty 
Press, 1960), p. 2J8. 
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of some of the points of the table. another authority also 

citing causes of delinquent behavior is quoted: 

As we look over adolescent cases. those in which 
the newly-developed mental characteristics of the 
period playa considerable part. we find the admix
ture of causes which is elsewhere seen. But we can 
fairly enumerate the main features of mental life 
which make for delinquency at this epoch: (A) 
General changeableness or instability of ideas and 
emotions, and consequently of character. (b) 
Excessive impulsions. belonging both to the physical 
and mental spheres. (c) Excessive lack of self
control. (d) Mental and physical lethargy or lazi
ness. (e) The general feeling. perhaps only 
occasional. of recklessness. (f) Hyper-sensitiveness, 
as shown in romanticism. dissatisfaction, hypochondris. 
etc. (g) Lack of foresight, which is perhaps nothing 
more than a feature of childish mentality carried over 
to the time when signs of adult development are 
showing themselves. (h) Egocentrism. Ambitiousness. 
These with impulsiveness and lack of experience may 
lead to unfortunate behavior. 1 

The tables are interpreted to show the presence of 

the traits in degrees as explained in the tables. The trait 

of social assertiveness in Table I would be read as follows: 

Of the people tested. 75.9 identified the presence of social 

assertiveness in potential juvenile delinquents. The same 

was done with the other levels. Of the people tested, 39.7 

indicated the absence of social assertiveness in potential 

juvenile delinquents. 

lWl111am Healy. The Individual Delinguent (Boston: 
Little, Brown. and Company. 1929). p. 339. 
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v. USE OF RESEARCH 

The Rorschach Inkblot Test and the Thematic Apper

ception Tests are established projection techniques. 

It appears rather that each man's thoughts, 
language and logic--and his sUbsequent actions-
are filtered through his perceptual apparatus and 1 

are consistent with his other patterns of thinking. L 

The Johansen picture study is devised as a pro

jective technique for the revelation of juvenile delinquency 

tendencies. 

It is to be hoped that similar devices for the 
early identification, or early diagnosis, not only 
of delinquent but of emotionally disturbed non
delinquent children will be developed by others, 
notably by psychiatrists and psychologists, who 2 
have access to intensive and extensive case materials. 

This study is being conducted to determine the vali

dity of the Johansen test. This picture test structured to 

emotional responses would be used to reveal tendencies that 

are known to be characteristics of a potential delinquent. 

Once the potential delinquent is identified, then more 

effort can be put into the prevention of the development 

of delinquency. 

lJerome Kagan and Gerald S. Lesser, Contemporarx 
Issues ~ Thematio Apperception Methods (Springfield, 
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1961). p. 167. 

2GlUeck, Q£. cit., p. 137. 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data for this study were collected from twenty 

female students at the Colona, Illinois, grade school. 

Each girl was requested to make creative responses to a 

picture test that had been devised by Mrs. Wynona Johansen. 

The test was given in an attempt to reveal tendencies of 

potential delinquency in these eighth grade girls. The 

responses of the girls were recorded and then transcribed 

for analysis. 

The first process of analysis was to search in the 

girls' responses for characteristics and traits of juvenile 

delinquency as established from a review of the literature. 

This procedure proved to be generally unproductive. Only 

with interpretive latitude could the investigator find 

evidences of traits and characteristics of juvenile delin

quents as stipUlated by Glueck1 and Healy.2 

For purposes of identification the cases will be 

referred to by their number. The Colona case numbers are 

lWilliam Healy, The IndiVidual Delinguent (Boston: 
Little, Bro~~, and Company, 1929), p. 339. 

2Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Predicting Delinguency 
and Crime (Cambridge, rVlassachusetts: Harvard University 
Press, 1960), p. 2)6. 
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referred to by the letter l' indicating "potential." The 

six cases from the Johansen study are referred to by their 

number preceded by the letter A indicating "actual." 

The following paragraphs illustrate the six responses 

that showed some evidences of juvenile delinquency as 

interpreted by the investigator. 

1'4 said "Drowning themselves it looks like. It 

looks like fun," in regard to Picture 2. The investigator 

interpreted this response as evidence of destructiveness, 

described by Healyl as a delinquency characteristic. 

1'7 said "reminds me of a teacher, I don't know why, 

but, ah, he just looks like a teacher who's rather mad at 

a kid for not doing something" in regard to Picture J. 

The investigator interpreted this response as evidence of 

defiance, described by Glueck2 in Table I as a delinquency 

characteristic. 

1'7 also said "She looke like she's trying to tell 

her daughter-in-law something like she's not good enough 

for her son" in regard to Picture 22. The investigator 

interpreted this response as evidence of social asserti~e

ness, described by Glueck) in Table I as a delinquency 

characteristic. 

lHealy, ~. cit., p. 339. 

2GlueCk, QE. cit., p. 2J6. 

J 1bid • 
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P9 said "just sits there and spies on you and then 

tells her mom" in regard to Picture 15. The investigator 

interpreted this response as eVidence of suspiciousness. 

described by Glueck1 in Table I as a delinquency character

istic. 

P11 said "because a man is supposed to be tough and 

all this" in regard to Picture 11. The investigator inter

preted this response as evidence of egocentrism, described 
2by Healy as a delinquency characteristic. 

P12 said "cause she's lonely and doesn't have any 

family to go to" in regard to Picture 6. The investigator 

interpreted this response as evidence of hypersensitiveness. 

described by Healy3 as a delinquency characteristic. 

P1B said t'That reminds me of a group out running 

around. That's good." in regard to Picture 7. The in

vestigator interpreted this response as evidence of reck

lessness, described by Healy4 as a delinquency character

istic. 

The subjects selected by the investigator were P4 t 

P7 and P1B from the siX showing some delinquency character

istics and PJ, p6, and P17 from the group indicating no 

delinquency characteristic. 

lIbido 2Healy, QE. cit., p. 339. 

J1bid • 4Ibid. 
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Since the traits and characteristics as revealed 

by the literature could not be found in the girls' responses. 

the investigator attempted to compare the responses of the 

girls themselves noting similarities between the potential 

delinquent and the proved or actual delinquent. For this 

process of analysis the investigator selected at random 

three cases that showed a characteristic or trait of poten

tial delinquency and three others that showed no character

istic or trait and compared them with the six cases analyzed 

by Johansen. 

A summary of the step by step analysis with the 

investigator's description of the picture follows: 

Picture 1 

Description: A boy and a girl looking through the 

railing on the stairs with boughs of green in the lower 

right corner of the picture. The girl is pointing her 

finger at something and both have smiles on their faces. 

Analysis: All twelve cases examined interpreted the 

picture to be at Christmastime. All P cases saw happiness 

in one form or another. The A cases identified more with 

the picture and applied it to Christmas in their life. Some 

saw happiness; others did not. 

Picture 2 

Description: A man and a woman in the water on a 

beach shoreline. The man 1s tuggir~ at the girl's arm. 
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Analysis: The twelve cases all viewed the lake as 

a place of fun; however, three of the A cases looked upon' 

the beach as a place of danger or possible unhappiness. 

Picture 3 

Description: An older man with glasses with a 

stern expression on his face. 

Analysis: The P cases observed an old man possibly 

thinking, but had no indications of what he was thinking 

about. The A cases, as a group, identified someone they 

knew who was like the picture, and he usually had a parti

cular area of concern. 

Picture 4 

Description: Two little boys sitting on a bench 

shouting at each other. A third mUddy boy sits watching 

and has a baseball cap on his head. 

Analysis: All twelve cases seemed to be pretty 

much in agreement about the fact that the boys were out 

playing, got all muddy, and had an argument about their 

game. 

Picture 5 

Description: A young man and woman sitting together 

on a couch and the man is admiring the girl's left hand. 

Analysis: case AJ looked upon this picture as a 

beginning for sadness. The other cases agreed that a 

beginning for happiness was displayed. 
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Picture 6 

Descriptionl A girl with Oriental features standing 

alone and wearing simple clothing. 

Analysis: The A cases drew a happy conclusion to 

the little girl's situation. The P cases were disturbed 

by the conditions, but had no solutions. 

Picture 7 

Description: Four young adults walking down the 

roadway, one of them playing a guitar. 

Analysis: Most subjects looked at this picture as 

a group out hiking and singing to the guitar playing. 

Case PlB, however, expressed her approval of groups being 

out running around. 

Picture 8 

Description: Two boys with long hair in a darkened 

room. One playing the guitar and the other one listening 

intently. A mug of beer resting on the floor between them. 

Analysis: The picture was interpreted about the 

same way by all twelve girls, but the A cases elaborated 

more. In fact, they personalized their story. 

Picture 2 

Description: Two little girls sitting in a washtUb 

outside under the trees during the rain. 
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Analysis: In this scene the P cases saw happiness 

and fun, whereas the A cases associated this with sadness 

or situations in which reprimands were required. 

Picture 10 

Description: A man holding an airplane propellor 

standing on a clockface on which the hours from nine to 

five have been shaded. 

Analysis: Case PJ used the clock to show her dis

like for school. Case A6 visualized a happy story connected 

with the service that she associated with the propellor. 

Generally neither group did much association with this 

picture. 

Picture 11 

Description: An abstract object with five probings 

located in the area of the chest cavity on the silhouette 

of a man. 

Analysis: With exception of P18 the P cases were 

somewhat perplexed by this picture. It represented loneli

ness to P1B. The A cases tended to follow a pattern 

toward the loneliness shown by P1B. 

Picture 12 

Description: A young girl with windbloifn hair 

standing on the beaoh gazing toward the water. She is 

dressed in denim pants, a halter and an unbuttoned work 

shirt. 
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Analysis: The A cases personified their interpre

tations, but the P eases found very little to talk about. 

Picture 13 

Description: Three boys and a girl of the beatnik 

generation lounging in front of a building. One boy is 

standing with a mug of beer in his hand. 

Analysis: All referred to this as a picture of 

hippies and related their dislike for that type of people. 

The A cases elabo~ated more than did the P cases. 

Picture 14 

Description: A nude woman with clothes 1n hand 

exhibiting in front of a group of men. 

AnalySis: The P cases found it difficult to talk 

much about this picture. The A cases generally disliked 

the idea of a "stripper." 

Picture 15 

Description: Two girls and a boy are sitting on a 

couch in a lounge. One girl is draped over the boy. 

Analysis: The A cases thought of this picture as 

a relationship between boys and girls and created inter

esting stories incorporating that idea. Most of the P 

cases just did not relate much to the picture. Case PJ 

referred to the scene as happiness. 
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Picture 16 

Description: A man with papers in front of him 

discussing a situation with a man and a woman. 

Analysis: All subjects referred to the picture as 

a problematical situation. Solutions varied; neither group 

was unanimous in the results. 

Picture 17 

Description: Scene is a cottage porch .here a man 

is playing a guitar for a girl resting in a lounge chair. 

Both have soft drinks. 

Analysis: All subjects referred to this picture as 

a happy situation. 

Picture 18 

Description: A city street where an older child is 

embracing a younger child with two young children looking 

on. 

Analysis: The A cases all related this picture to 

reunions, but the P cases had no relations to each other. 

Picture 1.2 

Description: Woman dressed as a go-cart driver 

smoking a cigar sitting in a go-cart along side the track. 

Analysis: The picture was interpreted similarly by 

both groups only the A group elaborated more and personal

ized the experience. 
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Picture 20 

Description: A Negro man holding a flag of the 

United states standing in the country along United states 

Highway 66. 

Analysis: All interpreted this picture with their 

personal feelings toward the Negro population and the Negro 

position in the United States. 

Picture 21 

Description: A mother playing with her young baby. 

Analysis: The prevalent feeling expressed by the 

subjects was that there is happiness in motherhood. 

Picture 22 

Description: A portrait-like picture of an older 

woman with a sober look on her face. 

Analysis: Case P7 found a poor relationship de

picted in this picture like the trend of the A cases. The 

other P cases related very little to this picture. 

Picture 2) 

Description: A surgeon in the operating room soon 

after surgery with a satisfied look on his face. 

Analysis: There was general agreement on the suc

cess of the doctor's endeavor. 

Picture 24 

Description: A boy and girl dancing the jitterbug 

of the 1950's. 
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Analysis: Not much was revealed by either group, 

but what they said was in general agreement. 

Picture 25 

Description: A blank page was shown. 

Analysis: The responses to the blank picture were 

individual. The A cases once again were able to picture 

more and tell about it than were the P cases. 

After careful reading of the cases selected to be 

analyzed. the investigator found that the pictures stimu

lated similar responses to similar pictures. The primary 

difference between the potential cases and the aotual 

cases was a matter of elaboration and self-identification. 

The actual cases saw themselves in the pictures or related 

the stories in most cases in such a ma~~er that something 

personal was usually described or implied. 

The potential cases were not so literal. They were 

content to identify the picture for what they saw but when 

asked to relate, they either could not or would not. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUffi~Y AND CONCLUSION 

This study was conducted to determine whether 

through the use of a picture test. pre-delinquent behavior 

could be determined in the responses of the eighth grade 

girls of Colona Grade School. 

Twenty female students at the Colona. Illinois. 

grade school were subjects of the study. Each girl was 

requested to make creative responses to the piotures of a 

projective test devised by Mrs. Wynona Johansen.. Responses 

were recorded and analyzed. 

The responses were studied for evidenoe of juvenile 

delinquency tendencies as established by a review of per

tinent literature. When evidences of delinquency were 

inferred in siX oases as a result of responses, the in

vestigator selected. at random. three of these cases and 

three of the fourteen that did not show, by responses, 

delinquency charaoteristios. Responses of these six cases 

were then compared with the responses of the six SUbjects 

of the Johansen study. These latter six were proved delin

quents. 

The stories related by the subjects of the investi

gator's study were examined in order to reveal juvenile 

delinquenoy tendencies. After the investigator studied the 
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transcriptions, little evidence was found that coincided 

with characteristics and traits of juvenile delinquents 

as described in the review of the literature in Chapter II. 

With high imagination, some traits or characteristics might 

be inferred from some responses. but the investigator felt 

that in no case tested were there enough evidences of 

traits or characteristics to justify a valid prediction 

of pre-delinquent behavior. 

In the comparison of potential delinquent case 

responses with responses of the delinquents of the Johansen 

study, the investigator found very little difference 

between the two groups in the manner in which the pictures 

were visualized. The actual delinquents were much more 

willing to expound on the implications of the picture and, 

what was more profitable for purposes of analysis, they 

revealed themselves in their stories. This type of response 

was not evident in the remarks of thaj.potential delinquent 

oases. 

I. CONCLUSION 

As to the validity of the Johansen instrument for 

delinquent predictability in the public sohool system, no 

definite conclusion can be drawn. Under the conditions des

cribed in this field report. the picture test was not valid. 
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However, it was originally granted that there is 

the possibility that none of the subject girls will become 

delinquents, even with the background they have. This 

would explain the lack of evidences of juvenile delinquent 

traits or characteristics. 
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~CASE #1 

Picture 1 

Looks like they're waiting for Santa Claus, I
 guess. 

What do you think she's reaching for? 
~ 

I~ 

I
I


It

IPicture 2 ~ 
11
11

IJ 

Probably for toys if it's Santa Claus. 

Looks like they just want to wait or something and he's 
trying to dip her into it or something like that. 

Picture 3 

I
 don't know. 

I
I
I

I 

i.'.1

No. Ii 
Okay, we'll go on to the next one. 

i"'::"-' 

Picture 4 ~ 
f;;" 

I~Looks like they've been playing baIlor something and they 
got all muddy sliding into base or something like that--or if
just playing in the mud. ~~. 

p::-'-; 

What do you think he's thinking? What kind of a man looks 
like that? 

Hmmm.
 

You can't think of anything?
 

You don't think they are arguing? I
 
~ 

Yeah. 

They're arguing? 

Yeah. 

About what do you think? 

Oh, probably who won or something like that. 

J 
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Picture 5 

Looks like he asked her to marry him. 

Is she happy about it? 

Yeah. 

Picture 6 

Looks like a little girl in Vietnam or something like that 
that is starving. She looks kind of sad. 

Picture 7 

Looks like they're just taking a walk and singing songs and
 
I guess that's all.
 

Any idea what kind of song they might be singing?
 

Probably folk songs.
 

Like what kind of a story might they be telling in their
 
song?
 

Might be singing humorous ones--fun songs.
 

Picture 8
 

Looks like they might be trying to figure out something to
 
sing about or something. That's all I can think of.
 

You don't see anything there that might disturb you one way
 
or the other?
 

No. Ohl He's looking at something.
 

Picture 9 

Looks like they're just playing in the rain or something.
 

That's all?
 

Yeah.
 

J 
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Picture 10 

Looks like he's trying to advertise a watch of some sort. 
Looks like he's minaturized or something in showing the 
parts. 

Picture 11 

Looks like they might be trying to make the image of a 
heart or something. 

What do you think about all those things that are stuck in 
it?
 

I don't know.
 

Maybe they might be kind of mean or something, or don't
 
you think that's it? Do you think it's just medical.
 

Probably just medical stuff.
 

Picture 12 

Looks like she's at the beach and she's watching someone 
surf or something like that or swim. She doesn't look 
happy or sad really. 

Picture 1)
 

Looks like theylre just a bunch of beatniks hanging around
 
doing nothing. Haven't got anything to do--no jobs or any

thing like that.
 

Any reason for that?
 

Probably just too lazy.
 

Picture 14
 

Oh, boyt I don't know what to think about that!
 

Oh, you must have something.
 

They're probably enjoying themselves.
 

Do you think it's a nice picture?
 

No.
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Why don't you like it? 

I don't know. It's dirty. 

It's dirty. What do you mean by "it's dirty?" 

She doesn't have any clothes on. That's all. 

Picture 15 

That kind of reminds me of a--looks like they're all 
sitting around. Looks like a show I saw about LSD. lhey 
were sitting around on couches and stuff after they had 
taken the trip. I guess that's all. 

Do you approve of action like that? 

No. 

Picture 16 

Looks like he would be a senator or something or marriage 
counselor discussing something with them. 

Picture 17 

Looks like he's just singing songs to her. Probably on a 
date of some sort. That's all. 

Picture 18 

Looks like somebody's out playing and she's acting like a 
mother or something like that and she is helping her little 
brothers and sisters come home. 

Does that fence up there mean anything to you? 

Looks like the Communists or something like that. They 
can't escape through it or nothing like that. 

Picture 19 

Loo1ts like she's having 8 race of some sort. She's looking 
back at someone. 
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Would you like to do that? 

It all depends. 

On what? 

How fast you're going or something like that. 

In other words, you think it might get too fast? 

Yeah. 

And you wouldn't want to do that? 

No. 

Picture 20 

r~ght be looking at somebody of the United states or some
thing like that. 

Picture 21 

Looks like the baby just got home. It's not very old and 
she's playing with it. She looks happy. 

Picture 22
 

Looks like an old-fashioned something. She's getting ready
 
to go somewhere special. I can't tell if she looks happy
 
or sad.
 

Do you think you would like a person like t~~t?
 

I don't know.
 

Can't tell by the picture?
 

No.
 

. J 
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Picture 23 

Looks like he's with a surgeon. He probably might have 
saved someone's life just a minute ago. 

He doesn't scare you then? 

No. 

Picture 24
 

Looks like there's a dance of some sort and dancing. She
 
doesn't really look like she's dancing; she looks like
 
she's just standing there while he's doing all the dancing.
 

What do you suppose is bothering her?
 

~~ybe she doesn't like him.
 

Picture 25 

What do you see there? 

Blankness, I guess. ~~ybe it's a snow storm and everything 
1s white because it's blinded. It's just the ground when 
you come out to look at it. 
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CASE #2 

Picture 1 

It reminds me of the Kennedys. Carolyn and John. It kind 
of reminds me when they had the christening of that ship 
and it reminds me--yeah, it reminds me of that. 

Picture 2 

It reminds me of a show that they had on about Kennedy 
about his assassination and it reminds me of some of the 
pictures they showed of him and 11rs. Kennedy when they 
were first married and they were on their honeymoon. 

Picture 3 

It makes me think of some man that could be famous for 
something--some famous philosopher or something or 
scientist or something like that. 

Picture 4 

It reminds me of those commercials like dirt can't hide 
from intensified Tide. 

Picture 5 

On those Raleigh coupon books or catalogues, it has pic
tures like that on the front and that is what it reminds 
me of. 

Picture 6 

Of commercials and pictures that you see in magazines where 
they talk about kids from Korea and kids that are real 
poor and need your help and support of the USC and that 
stuff. 

It reminds you more of kids from other places than here? 

Yeah. In different countries. 
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Picture 7 

Of when I went to Chicago this summer or last summer and 
saw these people that were walking down the street singing, 
playing instruments and stuff. 

Were they happy? 

Yeah, they were happy, and singing, and playing instruments 
and stuff. 

Picture 8 

Of pictures that you see of, you know, modern singing 
groups only with just two people that they show':ln teen 
magazines and those kind of magazines. 

Now, do those clothes look like the same clothes or do they 
look more underprivileged? 

They wear lots of different kinds of clothes, but I never 
saw any like them. And this one guy that's leaning over. 
he doesn't--I mean I've never seen any like that--those 
look kind of like, you know, dumpy. 

Picture 9 

Of a commercial that's on TV about, somethl~~ about a spring 
shower how it leaves a lot of freshness and that in the air. 

Picture 10 

That doesn't remind me of anything. 

Does it make you think of anything? 

No. 

Picture 11 

That little thing there looks kinds like a space ship or 
somethin",: and it reminds me may be of somebody going to the 
moon or something like that--or some other planet. 
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Pioture 12 

Oh, it reminds me of that oommeroial that talks about 
Coppertone Sun Tan Oil and it says it gives you a better 
tan. That's what that reminds me of. 

Picture 13 

It reminds me of QJ)pioture I saw in Life magazine that talks 
about the Hippies and it reminds me of some of the pictures
that were in there. 

Pioture 14 

Oh, it reminds me when I went to the County Fair and we 
heard this guy talking about these shows where these ladies 
did striptease aots and if you were going to get all shook 
up and everything not to go in. 

In other words, you look upon this as a forbidden plaoe? 

Yeah. 

Picture 1.5 

Of kids that, well, I don't know. 

No feeling on that at all? 

No. Well, ma.ybe kids that haven't been brought up very well 
and they don't know how to act and stuff like that, but I 
don't think that's so. 

Wouldn't affect any of us around here, you don't think? 

No. 

Picture 16 

He looks like he would be a politician campaigning for 
something or something like that. 

II 
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Picture 17
 

Of a summer resort when people stay in a cabin or something
 
like that. Yeah. when people are staying. you know. in the
 
summer time when they go to these summer resorts and cabins
 
and they stay in cabins. that's what it reminds me of.
 

Picture 18 

Of a commercial on TV about Beffaroni. It shows all the 
kids running to the table in the middle of the street 
where they are eating Beefaronl. 

What do you think about that fence? 

That maybe they're in Russia or some Communistic country or 
something like that. 

Picture 19 

Of a show that I saw once on TV about these two ladies that 
were in a race and one lady hired a man to kill the other 
lady and the other lady hired the same man to kill the other 
lady cause they both wanted to win the race real bad and 
they were both real good. 

Picture 20 

It reminds me of the Civil War right after. well, maybe this 
guy 1s standing there thinking about the CiVil War cause 
he's a Negro and he's probably thinking about. you know. 
how Lincoln freed the Negroes and he's standing there holding 
the flag and it reminds me of the CiVil War.--after the 
Civil War. 

Picture 21 

Reminds me of a commercial about Johnson's Baby pm~der and 
all kinds of stuff from Johnsons for babies. And it reminds 
me of one about Clairol where there is a lady playing with 
a baby and it says something about only your hairdresser 
knot'1s for sure. 
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Picture 22 

Of a lady that lived in, well, back in the times, you know, 
when they were having guests for dinner or something like 
that. They were all dressed up and they had all these 
fancy jewels and stUff like that. 

Do you think yOU'd like her? 

No. She looks kinda stuck-up. Well, I don't know, she 
might be kinda nice if you got to know her. 

Picture 2) 

It reminds me of the heart transplant. How they had all 
these interviews on TV and it showed them right after the 
operation. It reminds;]me of that. 

Picture 24 

Oh, of a commercial on TV about these two girls are dancing 
and then their mother is in at the wash machine doing the 
washing and she starts dancing and then she comes in and 
starts dancing too with the kids. 

Does that look like two girls? 

No, but it reminds me of it, I mean, and her dress is so 
long that it reminds me of back when the girls wore these 
long dresses half way between their knee and their ankle. 

Picture 25 

It reminds me of how my grandmother named my mother. When 
my mom was born my grandmother didn't know what to name my 
mother and so she went walking through the park and she 
saw a statue of Mary so she named her that. It reminds me 
of that because when she didn't ~10W what to name her her 
mind was kind of blank at that time. 
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CASE #3 

Picture 1
 

Two children sitting on the stairs. Looks like on Christmas
 
night.
 

Picture 2
 

I see summer, I see swimming and having picnics and baseball.
 

Picture 3
 

I see an old man looking at something. That's all I can
 
think about that one.
 

It doesn't really impress you then?
 

No.
 

Picture 4 

I see dirty little kids getting ready, I guess, to take a 
bath. Dirty hair and in the summer time. 

Picture 5 

I see a pretty living room, and a man and women sttting on 
the davenport. Looks like he's going to give her a ring. 
I see happiness. 

Picture 6 

I see a little girl different from others. In another
 
country. She looks like she is unhappy.
 

Do you have any idea why she might be unhappy?
 

She might have lost her mother and father or something.
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Picture 7 

I see a happy group going down the road singing in the 
summer time. Singing songs and having a lot of fun. And 
it looks like they're happy. 

Picture 8 

I see two kids with long hair. trying to make a song. 
Doesn't look like they're happy very mUCh. It looks like 
they're drinking. 

Picture 9 

I see a spray with rain coming down and little kids 
playing in the rain, and playing in bathtubs and getting 
wet. Well, uhf playing in the mud and taking baths and 
all. and it's pretty. 

Picture 10 

I see when school starts; on what kids think of when it 
ends. And how they're happy when school ends and at the 
end of the day. 

Picture 11 

What in the world is this? 

Doesn't impress you? 

No. 

Picture 12 

I see summer, I see sand and g1rls going swimming and 
standing and looking at people, how different they are. 
and 1 like summer too. 

Picture 1) 

1 see a place \'lhere there' s kids talking and laughing and 
being sad at a house and the one guy 1s drinking. Looks 
like they are kinde sad. It doesn't bring very much 
happiness to anyone. 
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Picture 14 

I see a bunch of men watching a lady on a stage undressing 
and it doesn't look very nice and it doesn't bring much 
happiness, maybe to men but not to anyone else. 

Picture 15 

I see two girls and a boy sitting on a couch in the living 
room. It looks like they're very much in love with each 
other. And it looks like they are happy. 

Picture 16 

A man, I guess, is giving a lecture to a man and woman and 
he is happy and I 
picture. 

guess they are. That one's an okay 

Picture 17 

I see another summer with a man playing guitar and a woman 
or girl enjoying it. She is happy and it looks like he 
is too. 

Picture 18 

I see a town where children are singing, playing and summer. 
And they don't look very happy some of them but two kids 
are happy and it looks, it's a good picture. 

t4hat about the fence? 

Doesn't look good. 

Picture 19 

I see a summer with dragster cars having races and going 
on the tracks and winning trophies and being happy and 
when you lose it some are sad. That's a real good thing, 
too. 
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Picture 20 

I see summer, I see a flag with red and white and blue 
stripes, no background and I see a blue sky and I see 
flowers, pink and green and I see a tree trunk that is 
very pretty with the flowers around it and I see a road 
that goes beyond. There's a sign of religion and freedom. 

Picture 21 

I see a baby and I see a mother very happy about her
 
little girl or boy and the baby is very pretty and they

both are very happy. 

Picture 22 

I see an old lady maybe someone's grandmother or mom and 
she looks sad. 

Any idea why she might be sad? 

Someone might have died or something. 

Picture 2J 

I see a doctor operating trying to make someone well and 
I see he's happy that one of his patients might have come 
through with the operation, and I see other helpers trying 
to do their duty. 

Picture 24 

I see a boy and a girl dancing and they look happy at it 
while they dance. 

Picture 25 

I see--no picture at all, just blank white. 

Now if you look at it can you really picture something in 
your mind? 

Well, if it was winter I would picture a snowball fight, 
and ridlnp; sleds, and throwing snowballs, and rubbing 
faces in the snow. 

-
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CASE #4 

Picture 1
 

Happiness--looks like Christmas morning. That's all.
 

Picture 2
 

Looks like sun and they're someplace at a lake. Drowning 
themselves it looks like. It looks like fun. 

Picture 3
 

urn, doesn't remind me of anybody.
 

Does it make you think of anything?
 

Ub, well he, I don't know if he looks a little worried or
 
he just doesn't know. I don't know--just. next one.
 

Picture 4 

It looks like they're arguing about something. one hit 
one for getting all dirty or something but they are arguing. 

Picture 5
 

Lool{s like she just beoame engaged. and--that's all.
 

Picture 6 

I don't know. it looks like a little girl overseas, urn-
looking at something, I don't know, I mean. that's all I 
got out of it. 

You don't have any idea why 01' what she's looking at or 
why she's looking that way? 

No. 
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Picture 7 

Uh, I don't know. He's just, looks like a group of people 
walking down the road singing, and having fun I guess. I 
don't know if they're going anywhere but I think they're
just walking to think. 

Picture 8 

I don't know it looks kind of like a barroom and--one's 
playing a guitar and the other one's just standing there 
I guess, I don't know. 

Picture 9 

Looks like their taking a bath. Um--in a stream of some 
sort. 

Picture 10 

I don't know. It looks like he's trying to stop the hands 
on a clock or something or take them off; he's just standing 
there. He looks like he's just staring at the hands on 
the clock to stop the time, I guess. 

Why would he want to stop time? 

I don't know. 

Picture 11 

It looks like somebody's heart. I don't feel sure what it's 
supposed to be really. 

Picture 12 

It looks like she's out by the lake and that's all. I mean, 
I don't know what she's looking at. She might be looking 
out at the water and watching it flm'f inward and outi>mrd 
and--

What IDight she be thinking about? 

JIiIII 
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things 

to talk 

they don't look like they're real 
you know 

I'm afraid just watching-

I don't know, sort of wondering maybe about different
that have happened. 

Picture 1) 

It looks like some people who don't have anything to do, 
just sitting there talking over things they want 
a.bout. 

Wha.t about the clothes they're wearing? 

Um--I don't know. I mean
 
wealthy, I mean they're a little on the poor side,
 
uh--I don't know where they'd be though.
 

Picture 14 

I don't know what they're doing.

just watching her.
 

What is she doing?
 

I don't know if she's modeling or taking off her clothes.
 
I think she's taking off her clothes because everyone's just

sitting there watching her.
 

You don't think anything about that?
 

No. You can't see her I mean she doesn't have her, you
 
can't see the expression on her face to see how she feels
 
about taking her clothes off like that but, that's all.
 

Picture 15 

I don't know. There's one girl, sitting down there just 
doing nothing; I don't know what she's thinking about but 
she seems like she doesn't have any expression on her face 
at all, and I'm not sure what they're doing--they don't 
look like they're very poor or anything; they're, I mean, 
they're sort of,--she just looks like she's relaxing. I 
don't know what they're doing though. 



Picture 16 

He looks like a businessman who I'm not sure if he's talking 
to these people about a problem they have or something and 
he's trying to get everything straightened out and he's 
thinking about it to help him. 

Picture 17 

I don't know, it looks like from the shadows it's getting 
either early in the morning or it does look early in the 
morning and he's just playing in there and just sitting
and relaXing. 

Picture 18 

It looks like some kids that are just romping around, and 
it doesn't look like they're in a very rich part of town, 
you know, like they're in a, I mean you don't, she doesn't, 
have any shoes on or a just sort of romping around up and 
down the streets, a--there's a fence back there but I'm not 
sure if they're fenced off from the other part of town or 
what; I'm not sure. 

Picture 19 

It looks like he's goinp; to race; it looks like somebody 
1s already racing and she's just; she's either having a 
problem or she came in for a pit stop or something, but she's 
stopped at the moment. 

Picture 20 

I don't know. He looks like he's standing out in the middle 
of nowhere, with a road running beside him and he's 
American because of the flag but I think he's standing out 
there in the middle of nowhere with no cars passing, some
where where there's really nobody except trees and the grass 
and everything. 

Picture 21 

Um--Looks like a mother and her baby. It looks like the 
mother is playing wi th the baby and the baby is making a 
funny expression, you know, just being a baby, I guess. 
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Picture 22 

Oh. she looks like a grandmother. um--she doesn't remind 
me of anyone. I don't know what kind of expression she has 
on her face really. but--I don't know. 

Picture 2J 

He looks like a doctor. or surgeon. and in the background 
it looks like a. they're operating and it looks like he 
has been operating. I don't know about the expression on 
his face. either the patient lived or something and he's 
very pleased about it. 

Picture 24 

It looks like a modern dance. They think they're on a 
dance floor someplace and they're dancing. 

Picture 25 

A blank sheet of paper. Um--that's all. it looks a little 
dirty. 

But you don't see anything on the blank sheet? 

Yes. I do. I see the little marks on .•• 

I mean rather than that, by looking at blankness. you don't 
see something? 

No. I don't see anything. 

.. 
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CASE #5 

Picture 1 

I see two little boys that are very happy and it might be 
Christmas morning, and they're looking at the presents that
they got .. 

Picture 2 

I see a man and a woman fighting in water and the man is 
probably trying to dUnk the woman and lets go. 

Picture 3 

I see a man who i.8 lOOking grim and who might be seeing
something that he doesn't like. 

Picture 4 

I see three little boys and half of a fourth who have been 
playing and gotten all muddy and probably been playing out 
in the mud .. 

Picture 5 

I see a man and a woman and the man has probably just asked 
the woman to marry him. 

Picture 6 

I see a little girl who lives in the slum area and probably 
doesn't have anything good to wear and the parents are 
very poor.. 

Picture 7 

I see a singing group walking down a street and they're very 
happy. 
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Picture 8 

I see two boys and they're singing at this one house and 
they look like they're not very happy. 

Picture 9 

I see two little children playing in a tub while i~s 
raining and they look like they're very happy. and they 
want to stay out in the rain. 

Picture 10
 

I don't know.
 

Picture 11
 

Oh. boyt I see a heart transplant. That's all.
 

Picture 12
 

I see a hippie walking down a beach with her clothes all 
unbuttoned. 

Picture 13 

I see a bunch of hippies who have probably taken marijuana 
or gotten drunk or something. They don't look very happy 
about what they've done. 

What might they have done? 

Well. they might of robbed something or shot someone or 
somethin~ like that. 

Picture 14 

I see this girl who has a strip tease act at this place 
where only men are allowed probably. 
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-


Picture 15 

I see that there are three people, one man and two women 
and they're at this, um, probably at this teenage joint 
where the one girl is left and the other two are kissing
and all. 

Picture 16 

I see two men and woman and it looks like the one man is 
very happy, and he has probably won a law suit because he 
looks like he is a lawyer. He probably made the man and 
woman happy. 

Picture 17 

There's a man and woman and they look like they're very 
happy. The man is singing to the woman and they look 
like they might be in love. 

Picture 18 

It looks like it's on the Western side of the Berlin Wall, 
and they're very happy because they're not in East Berlin, 
and that they're free, and they look like they're not very
rich and •.••• 

Picture 19 

It looks like this girl 1s going to enter a car race, and 
that she's tried to tell someone she'll win the race. 

Picture 20 

There's a colored person standing in this picture and he's 
probably saying that he likes the United states and that 
it's his home and that he'll try and defend his country 
against any enemies, and even though he's got equal power 
and even though some Negro people say they don't, that he 
does think they have equal power. 
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Picture 21 

There is a mother and her child and it looks like the 
child is very happy and so is the mother and the mother is 
playing with her child and she's very happy that she had 
the child. 

Picture 22 

There is an old woman in the picture and she looks like 
she is very grim and she looks like she has seen something 
she doesn't like and might try and help with this. 

Picture 23 

There is a doctor in this picture and he looks like he's 
been performing an operation and he looks sort of happy 
and it might be that the patient he has just operated on 
is going to live and the operation was a success. 

Picture 24 

It looks like there is a teenage girl and boy in this 
picture and they're dancing and they're very happy and it 
looks like they're in love. 

Picture 25 

It looks like a white sheet of paper with it might be a 
snow storm. 
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CASE #6 

Picture 1 

Well, two little kids, and it looks like Christmas maybe 
and they're watching something from the steps. 

Picture 2 

Well, it looks like they're at the beach or something and 
playing in the water. 

Picture J 

Well, he kind of looks like an older man and he looks like 
he's thinking about something. Maybe he's tryin~ too, I 
don't know. 

Picture 1+ 

Well, there's a bunch of boys and looks like they've had 
a ball game or something, and they're sitting on the bench 
after the game. It looks like the one's hollering at the 
other one. 

Picture 5 

It looks like this guy just proposed to this girl. 

Picture 6 

Well, she looks like she's from a ...•Korea or China or some
thing; it looks like she's poor or maybe .••• 

Picture 7 

Well, it looks like a folk singing group of some kind and 
they're walking around, I don't know what they're doing 
but they're trying to get people to sing with them or some
thing. 
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Picture 8 

Uh, ~hey l?Ok like a couple of hippies, the long hair and 
they re eVldently singing something, maybe they're writing 
a song. 

Picture 9 

Looks like a couple little girls in a tub, during spring 
time, looks like it~ raining and they're playing in the 
tub. 

Picture 10 

Well •••• A guy standing there and it looks like he's got 
the blade or something, like he's going to put it on the 
clock. Looks like an advertisement. 

Picture 11 

Urn, I don't know. It looks like somebody's trying to get 
a point through it or something. I don't know what that 
1.8. 

Picture 12 

Uh, it looks like a young girl who's just spent the day 
on the beach, her hair is all messed up and everything. 

Picture 13 

Well, it looks like another bunch of hippies sitting in 
front of a tavern or something. It looks like they're 
talking about something. 

Picture 14 

Urn •.• TJ!ell, the lady 1s eVidently doing a strip tease of 
some kind, in fro!lt of a t'lhole bunch of men. It's stupid. 

JIIIIIII 
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Picture 15 

Gee ••• tbere's three people sitting there, it looks like 
it must be hlO girls and a boy; one's kissing the boy and 
they other one looks kind of mart. 

How does the boy look? 

It doesn't look like he's enjoying himself too much. 

Picture 16 

Well, it looks like he's an important official and it looks 
like he's just said something funny and he's kind of 
laughing over it. 

Picture 17 

It looks like this guy is explaining something to his date 
and they've pst come out on the porch, it looks like. 

Picture 18 

It looks like a bunch of little kids that are poorer than 
most kids and it looks like they're playing something•••. 
cause they're happy. 

Picture 19 

Urn ••• rt's a lady that's eVidently going to drive a car in 
this race, and it looks like she's saying something to 
somebody. 

Picture 20 

\Iel1, it's a picture of a Negro man Nho's eVidently quite 
patriotic, because he's holdin~ a flag, and he looks like 
he's pretty well educated and everything, because he's 
clean anrl wears nice clothes. 
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Picture 21 

!' 

It looks like a mother, but it doesn't look like a brand 
new baby, but about four months or so and she's playing 
with the little baby and the little baby is eVidently very
happy, cause it's smiling. 

Picture 22 

Well. it's an older lady. it looks like she's kinda thinking 
about something that she wasn't too happy about. 

Picture 2) 

This guy looks like he's a surgeon that just performed some 
kind of an operation and it must have been successful 
because he's net real mad or anything. 

Picture 24 

A couple of people doing, it doesn't look like a new dance. 
it looks like my mother's era cause they're holding onto 
each other. and they don't do that any more. 

Picture 25 

It~ a blank sheet of paper. 

Can you imagine anything there? 

Not really. 
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CASE #7
 

Picture 1 

Well, uh, it looks like Christll~s to me. These two little 
kids are looking at the 
r see in it. 

Christmas tree. That's about all 

Picture 2 

Well ••• it looks like a •.• two people at a beach having a 
lot of fun, I don't know, they seem to be real happy. 

Picture 3 

Urn ••• Well, he reminds me of a teacher, I don't know why, 
but, ah, he just looks like a teacher who's rather mad at 
a kid for not doing something. 

Picture 4 

Urn ••• l don't know. Looks like these kids are having an 
argument. They look like they've just been in a fight or 
at a football game or something and they're all dirty and 
having an argument over it. 

Picture 5 

Well, it looks like the girl is finally getting engaged. 

Picture 6 

Urn ••• Well, it looks like one of the people over in India 
or China someplace who is starving to death, and they're 
unhappy because they probably don't have any parents or 
something. 

Picture 7 

looks like they're out on a picnicUro, we11 It b bI y••.•.. proa. 
or somethin~ of this sort and they're just having a good 
time. 
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Picture 8 

Well, it looks like a singing group practicing. 

Picture 9 

Well, it looks like it's raining and these two kids are 
having a lot of fun in a bathtub or a tub of a sort, in the 
water. 

Picture 10
 

I don't know. It looks like some guy standing on a clock.
 

Picture 11 

Well ••• I don't know, it looks like maybe a space probe 
out in space or something of this sort, I don't know. 

Picture 12 

Well, it looks like she's deep in thought about something 
or looking at something at trying to figure out what it 
1s or something. She's thinking about it whatever it is. 

Picture 13 

\.J'ell, 1 t reminds me of like the pictures you see in maga
zines of hippies and this sort of thing in San Francisco. 

Picture 14 

Urn•.. Well, it looks like the kind of place where mostly men 
go to see the program. 

Picture 15 

I wouldn't know. Well •.. l don't know, it doesn't express 
anythlnp to me. 
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Picture 16 

He looks like a marriage counselor and I don't know, he's 
trying to get them to stay together in their marriage. 

Picture 17 

Well, it seems like, I don't know, happiness around these 
people; they're just having a good time in the summer time. 

Picture 18 

Well, urn••• lt looks like perhaps these kids live in a slums 
or something and the one girl looks like she's gotten in 
trouble or something and the other kids are trying to help. 

Picture 19 

well, this looks like a race and this girl's driving in 
this race and I don't know, she seems kind of mad about 
something like something's gone wrong with it. 

Picture 20 

Urn ••• I don't knoltl, it seems to represent that this Negro 
1s a, an American, too, and hets free to do what he wants 
as is everyone else. 

Picture 21 

Well, it looks like this baby has just gotten a bath or 
something and the mother is just playing with it, and 
they're having a lot of fun. 

Picture 22 

She looks like the grouch mother-in-law type. I don't 
know why. She looks like she's trying to tell her daughter
In-lt'lw something like she's not good enough for her son.. 
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Picture 23 

Well, tt looks like an operation and, ah, this guy just 
got done with the surgery and the other guys are sewing 
the person back up or something. He seems to be happy so 
the operation must have been a success. 

Picture 24 

Urn, it looks like these two people are dancing and it more 
or less expresses action to me. 

Picture 25 

It looks like a rather smudged up piece of white paper. 

Can you imagine anything there? 

Well, urn .. Reminds me of heaven because do~m here it's 
whiter than it is up there; of course, that's because of 
the picture on the other side, but it seems like a fog or 
something up in heaven. 
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CASE #8 

Picture 1 

Two cute little kids on some stairs watching somebody. 

Picture 2 

Um, two people out in the water and he's splashing her with 
water and she's trying to get away from him so she won't 
get all wet. 

Picture 3
 

An older person who's very worried about something.
 

Any idea what?
 

No.
 

Picture 4
 

Some little kids arguing over something or yelling.
 

Picture 5
 

The man just proposed to the woman and he's just puttlr~
 
the engagement ring on her finger.
 

Picture 6
 

A little orphan in the poor country and she looks like
 
she's hungry. and scared.
 

Picture 7
 

A group of singers. slngin' and walkin' along the road at
 
the same time.
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Picture 8
 

'Two hippies.
 

Doing what?
 

Foolirf around.
 

Picture 9
 

Two kids out in the tub, and playing in the rain, it looks 
like in the rain. 

Picture 10
 

~~n standing on a face of a clock.
 

Picture 11
 

Looks like a man's just been operated on and having a 
mechanical heart. 

Picture 12
 

Girl out on the beach.
 

Picture 13
 

Some kids, looks like school drop outs and hippies, too. 
that's just slttin' around doing nothing. 

Pi cture 14
 

Urn ••• I don't know. It doesn't look very nice.
 

Picture 15
 

T~o people kissing with another person sitting beside. Not 
very nice either. 
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Picture 16
 

Looks like a man, ah, in an office talking to a couple of
people. A man and a woman. 

Picture 17
 

Oh, a picture of a girl sittin' in a chair with a boy 
playing a guitar on the other side of the room. 

Picture 18
 

Looks like two little kids; no, not two kids but quite a 
few kids foolin' around like playing together. 

Picture 19
 

A girl on a racing car probably just stopped during the 
race. 

Picture 20
 

A person standing along the road with a flag in his hand 
and it looks like he's very patriotic to his country. 

Picture 21
 

It looks like a mother playing with her little kids, 
amusing it. 

Picture 22
 

An old woman, uh, looking very worried like as if she was 
very worried. 

Picture 2) 

Doctor just got done performing surgery. The other people 
in the background cleaning up afterwards. 
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Picture 24
 

~ro people dancing. Looks like a rock and roll dance. 

Picture 25
 

Nothing. Just a blank piece of paper.
 

Don't see anything there? Can you imagine anything?
 

Nothing. 
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CASE #9 

Picture 1 

I see two kids there, a tree and a plant of some kind. It 
looks like they're spying on something on Christmas. 

Picture 2 

Looks like that man's trying to knock that lady in that 
and it looks like they're having fUh. 

Picture :3
 

That guy looks like he's mad.
 

Any idea what he could be mad at?
 

~mybe he's a boss and one of his employee.s ••••
 

Picture 4 

They're playing in the sand and mud, and the two in the
 
center are having an argument over something.
 

Picture 5 

Looks like a man who's going to be engaged and is putting 
the ring on her finger. They're happy. 

Picture 6 

The girl looks like she's standing there With nothing to 
do because her mom's scolding her or something. 

Picture 7
 

People going down the road and singing and are happy.
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Picture 8 

Looks like a couple kids, boys or girls, can't tell which. 
that belong to some local group. 

Picture 9 

1wo girls out in the tub, out in the summer time and probably 
having fun and they've got shade so they won't get sunburned. 

Picture 10 

Looks like the guy's holding the hand of the clock, and 
standing right on top of the clock. 

Picture 11 

It's probably an illustration of the heart or some organ 
of the body. 

Picture 12 

Girls going swimming probably, either that or she just got 
back from swimming and she's mad at somebody. 

Picture 13 

Looks like a bunch of hippies sitting around doing nothing 
like they usually do. 

Picture 14 

A night club act and a lady does a strip in it. Looks like 
the gentlemen are happy. 

Picture 15 

see two kids sitting on the couch smooching and that's 
probably her sister. 

1,o..'hy do you th ink 1t' s her- sister? 

I 
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Cause, uh, usually she just sits there and spies on you
and then tells her mom. 

Picture 16 

That's probably some insurance adjuster talking to the 
clients about an insurance policy. 

Picture 17 

I see this guy serenading his girl friend and they're 
happy and sitting around drinking Pepsi or Coke. 

Picture 18 

Looks like one's her older sister, she went and hugged her 
because the other kids 
threw rocks at her. 

were picking on her. Probably 

Picture 19 

They're at a Go-Cart track and driving the go-carts around 
and her go-cart probably stalled on her. She doesn't 
look too happy about that. 

Picture 20 

Some highway and a •••• I guess that guy is going to represent 
the mayor. 

Picture 21 

It's a mother playing with her baby, trying to get it to 
laugh probably. 

Picture 22 

Probably someone's Grandma and is all dressed up for a 
weddin~ or something. 
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Picture 23 

That's a doctor and he's just got through performing an 
operation and you can see some of the surgeons in the 
background. And assistants that helps him. 

Picture 24 

Some kids at a dance of some kind. 

Picture 25
 

All I see is a blank sheet of paper.
 

Can you see anything there? •• Can you create anything there?
 

No. 

..
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CASE #10 

Picture 1 

Well, I see a happy scene, in that, I see two children 
peeping through posts at what their parents are doing or 
at a party or something and it reminds me of when you tell 
a bedtime story when some of the pictures are almost 
realistic. 

Picture 2 

Well, I see fun in this one and it's well, it's about just 
like a happy scene in the movie or something, it's just 
having fun, and enjoying theirselves. 

Picture :3 

Well, I don't know about this one, but I sort of find that 
he's trying to speak on the press so that when he's looking 
straight at the microphone or something and he's not very 
happy about it or anything, and he's unhappy and sad. 

Picture 4 

Well, its looks to me like I see kids that have been play
ing outside all day and they seem very happy because they 
don't have to take a bath or wash up or something you know, 
or have to come into the house and the way they look they 
must have been playing baseball or something. 

Picture 5 

Well, I see a home scene with when he just bought her a 
new rirlg and they're trying it on and they're real happy 
and I agree With it. She looks very happy. 

Picture 6 

Well, I don't agree with this, and I see an unhappy child 
that lives in Asia or India somewhere like that, that's 
very hungry and doesn't have, or very seldom has, mothers 
or fathers'that take care of them or anything, and usually 
they roam the streets Illost of the time. 
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Picture 7 

Well, I see gait;y- and they look like they're in the woods 
or something or on the beach and they're having a lot of 
fun playing the guitar and it's just a happy scene where 
they're having fun and just walking around. and no cares 
in the world. 

Picture 8 

This looks like the new type of music most people, like 
my mother. doesn't agree with and it looks like they're 
trying to tune up the guitar or figuring out a new song 
to do. Well, I can't really decide if it's real happy or 
sad. They're not smiling but it looks like they're 
having fun playing the guitar. 

Picture 9 

Well. they're playing outside the washtub and it looks like 
they're having a ball playing out there and it's got a 
nice fresh look outside and it's a happy scene. 

Picture 10 

Well, it looks like a commercial in which reaction time is 
taJ{lng place on .Anacin or Bufferin or some medicine only 
he's holding a propeller of some kind and looks like he 
puts them on airplanes and it looks like the way he's 
smiling he's, well, it looks like a happy scene. There 
really isn't much to it. 

Picture 11 

Dm •.• that centerpiece looks like a doll only it~ been 
dodaddled up and it's supposed to be sitting in a misty 
haze of some shadow or something like that and I can't 
tell if it's happy or sad; it looks depressing in a way, 
the way they're placed in the picture. 
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Picture 12 

Well, that looks like she's out on th b 
swimming or she's been wadlnp.. : e each and she's been 

t di 1 k" .~ or something and she's just
s an ng 00 lng at the beach sort of daYdreaming and it
looks like a happy scene. 

Picture 13 

That looks like one of these, ah, happy places where kids 
go to have fun or something, a restaurant or something and 
it seems they're just talking and doing nothing. It 
doesn't really seem they're having fun or not having fun 
they're just sitting there. ~ 

Picture 14 

That looks like one of those discoteque places; I don't 
know how it's called but, there's very few women there, in 
fact, there is only one, and to me that doesn't look very••• 
Well, I guess I disagree with it completely in my o~nn sense 
and it seems that the pictur~s happy but ••• to the people 
in it, but it isn't to me. 

Picture 15 

That looks like ..• well, a baseball or something, a base
ball room and they've got pictures hung up of people that 
have been in magaZines or something and they seem just to 
be sitting there except for one couple, and they seem to 
be hugging or whispering or doing something like that. I 
don't mind it too much but the pictures on the wall don't 
agree with me. 

Picture 16 

He looks like he's either at a press conference or he's 
talking to clients as a lawyer or he's just on a case and 
he's talking about the settlement of the terms and looks 
like a happy case for him whether he's going to get it or 
not. 
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Picture 17 

That looks like an average home where they're drirui 
Coke and sitting on the porch and having fun and ~ n~ 
gui tars and just talking. p ay ng 

Picture 18 

Well, I really don't know what that looks like. It looks 
like to me the children are all playing or playing some 
kind of game and some stay out: well, it doesn't look 
like a school ground or anything but they seem to be having
fun as far as I can see. 

Picture 19 

Well, this looks like one of the race cars, where they 
race along, and the only different thing is that that's a 
girl instead of a boy who's going to race, and another 
funny thing about it is she's holding a cigar, either it's 
a cigar or cigarette, can't tell which. It looks like 
she's yelling at somebody to do something or fix a tire or 
something like that. She doesn't look very happy. 

Picture 20 

That looks like when the Negroes won their right to vote, 
and won their way to become citizens like everybody else. 
It sort of looks like it's seen out of a book that's not 
supposed to look too realistic, just supposed to look 
like a spring and he's supposed to be acting; he's supposed 
to be free and independent, have the right to vote and to 
have the same jobs and everything, and the way he's holding 
the flag he looks like he's happy about it, that he's got 
his independence. 

Picture 21 

Vlell, this looks like a happy scene and it looks like the 
mother is teasing her little baby. It looks like a homey 
scene where most the time Mother is teasing and playing 
with the baby a lot. It looks like they're haVing a lot 
of fun at it and the baby's acting real happy about it. 
1 agree with it because I think that's the way they do that. 
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Picture 22 

Well, this looks like she's either at a jewelry shop or 
at a beauti~ian getting her hair fixed or getting jewelry 
tried on. 0he looks very happy to me; I don't disagree 
with it, but at the same time if she looked happy I'd agree 
with it, but if she didn't look happy I wouldn't agree with 
it. There's not much to say about it. 

Picture 2.3 

Well, it looks like he's at a meat store and he's been 
chopping up liver or cold cuts or something like that and 
he either looks happy because a customer has pouring in 
or he looks happy because there isn't any customers at all. 
For him it looks happy, but for me it isn't because I can't 
stand the sight of blood. 

Picture 24 

Well, it looks like it's a school dance or something at 
school, a school recreation dance or something or at a 
dance hall, and they're dancing and having a lot of fun 
at it, and I agree with it that they're having a lot of 
fun. 

Picture 25 

Well, it really doesn't look like much, but if you look 
at it long enough you can see pictures of happiness and 
people having fun while they're doing something, or you 
can imagine it being snow, and it's swimming and dancing 
in the wind or it's leaves swimming and dancing in the 
wind. It looks real happy. 
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CASE #11 

Picture 1 

Well, it's a big family: it's a family picture, r guess ••• 
Well, it's a happy picture too. 

Picture 2 

Fun••• it looks like fun, and-: love; it looks like vacation 
time or something like that in the summertime. 

Picture 3
 

Um ••• it looks like a Grandpa .•• r don't know.
 

Picture 4
 

Um•.• it looks like my brother.
 

Which one is your brother?
 

All of them, it doesn't matter which one cause they're all
 
dirty. 

They're all what? 

Dirty. They look like they!re having fun playing in the 
mud. 

Picture 5 

Oh. It's a lady and a man getting engaged, or married or 
something llke that. 

Picture 6 

It looks like a Vietnamese girl or something like that or 
a little girl that's starved or something like that. 
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Picture 7
 

It's people going around like a missionary going around 
making people happy and all this. 

Picture 8 

It looks like some of those mod singers with the long hair 
and all that junk. I don't know, it looks like natural 
teen-agers. 

Picture 9 

Dm•.• two girls going to t~ke a bath out in the yard or 
something in a tub and it looks like it's summertime, 
because of the trees and all the stuff around, like spring,
like summer. 

Picture 10 

It looks like advertising something, like a plane or 
something because of that propeller. 

Picture 11 

Um ••• I don't know. A heart. Is it a heart? Oh well, it 
looks like a heart, it shows a man with a part of his 
insides, anyway like nails and all that kind of stuff be
cause a man 1s supposed to be toU&h and all this. 

Picture 12 

It looks like a girl, lees see, it looks like she's going 
for a swim or something or she might stay on the beach for 
awhile; it looks like it's a summer resort or something. 

Picture 1J 

It looks like some king who quit school or something and 
they ain't got nothing to do-and they ain't got good 
parents or something. They're just laying around the 
streets and stuff. 
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Picture 14 

Wow..• 1 don't know what to think about it. There doesn't 
seem to be many women around, looks like mostly old men 
that's usually what old men do. That picture is kind or 
pictoral. 

Picture 15 

It looks like, I don't know, it looks like a joint where 
people hang around and have love-ins and junk. 

Picture 16 

Looks like a Congressman or something, or a man in business, 
or an insurance man selling these couples insurance or 
something. 

Picture 17 

Maybe that's like a newly wed couple that just haven't been 
married too long and she looks like she's relaxing so her 
husband's goin' to drill her up or something so he plays 
this little tune or something; maybe it's when they were 
just getting married. 

Picture 18 

I~ybe it's just brothers just playing with, you know what 
I mean; um..• maybe these two are showing off or something. 
Looks like sort of a slummy area. The house looks old and 
it looks like they're going to be torn dOl~. 

Picture 19 

That looks like a swinger or a stock car race or something; 
girl starting to race or something. 

Picture 20 

Oh, he looks like he'S a guy. you know, that really could 
speak to hi s country and everything and 'Nants everybody to 
come and see it and everything so he's dOlm there by a 
welcome sign and \<lelcoming everybody H1 th our flag. 
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Picture 21 

Oh, it looks like a mother playing with her baby. Haybe 
she's just given it a bath or something and putting it to 
bed, you know, and playing around with it so it will go to 
sleep or something. 

Picture 22 

It looks like an old time high class lady, I guess. Old 
class grandma, she looks like a grandma but she's kind of 
fancy in a way. 

Picture 2J 

Looks like a doctor just doing an operation or something 
maybe; oh, I don't know just an operation, and he must 
have succeeded because his face is kind of smiley, you 
know. 

Picture 24 

Oh, I don't know, maybe an old kind dance, you know, teen
agers dancing. 

Picture 25 

Nothing. Blank that's all. What should I say? 

Do you see anything there at all? 

No. 

Can you imagine anything there? Create something there? 

These little marks could mean like a pop art picture, these 
little crayon or chalk marks. 
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CASE #12 

Picture 1
 

Happiness .••
 

Any reason why you think they're happy?
 

Well, they look happy and smiling.
 

Picture 2
 

Happiness because they both look like they're real happy.
 

Picture J 

Urn ••• Well, he looks like he's thinking about something by
 
the worried look on his face.
 

Any idea what it might be?
 

No.
 

Picture 4 

Well, it looks like they're mad because they've gotten 
into a fight because they're dirty and those two they look 
like they!re crying. 

Picture 5 

Um .•• hepplness because he just proposed to her and she's 
real happy about that. 

Picture 6 

Sadness cause she's real lonely and doesn't have any family 
to go to. 
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Picture 7
 

Happiness because you can tell they're happy because they're
 
smiling.
 

picture 8
 

Looks like they're trying to concentrate on like a new song.
 

Picture 9
 

guess its happiness because they're playing in the rain.
 

Figure 10
 

Nothing?
 

No.
 

Picture 11
 

Nothing.
 

Picture 12
 

Well, she looks like she's concerned about something by
 
the way she's looking.
 

Picture 13
 

They looked concerned about the discussion they're haVing.
 

Picture 14
 

Just nothing.
 

Picture is
 
Nothing.
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Picture 16
 

Well. he looks like he'd be concerned about something they 
were talking about, trying to help these two people out. 

Picture 17
 

Nothing. 

Picture 18
 

Well. it looks like sadness because she has to take care 
of those little kids it looks like. 

Picture 19
 

14el1. that reminds me of a racing track and that she's 
getting ready to go on. 

Picture 20
 

Nothing. 

Picture 21
 

Happiness urn •••• 

Picture 22
 

Um••• Looks like she's sad because her husba'1d could have 
died. 

Picture 23
 

viell, he could be concerned about if the operation is going 
to be okay or not. 

Picture 24
 

Nothing,.
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Just blankness ••• all white. 

Can you imagine or create anything there? 

Urn •.• Tt looks like it might be 
see anything. 

a snow storm and you can't 
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CASE #13 

Picture 1 

Um••• that·s happiness they're looking down at something
maybe for Christmas. 

Picture 2 

Well, it looks like they're at a beach playing in the water 
and they might with the care up there be going to wash it 
or something. 

Picture 3 

That's a man and he's thinking about so~ething, about a
 
problem, and ,he's kind of worried about it.
 

What kind of a problem?
 

Oh•.• any kind of a problem.
 

Pi cture 4 

Well, looks like they've been playing baseball and they've 
got kind of dirty and they might be fighting with each 
other. 

Picture 5 

Well, it looks like he's just proposed to her and he's just 
given her an engagement ring and she's happy and so is he. 

Picture 6 

That's a little girl in a poor village and she might be 
hungry and she might be walting in line for some food or 
somethihg by the way her face looks. 

Picture 7 

\"el1, those lool{ Ii.ie people golne; d01>Jn .the road S;ng1eg 
and hovlnf?; El good time just Kalklne; along and they re Happy. 
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Picture 8 

They look like two rock and roll teenagers and there looks 
like there might be a train and it looks like standing on 
the side waiting to get on. 

Picture 9 

Well, it looks like those two little kids are sitting on 
a, no, out in the rain playing in that washtub and they're
having fun and they're happy. 

Picture 10 

Well ••• that might be a man hooking the hand to a large 
clock. 

Picture 11 

Well, that might be a picture of a person that's taking 
LSD or something like that and he's seeing all these dif
ferent kinds of halucinations. 

Picture 12 

Hell, it looks like that girl's out on the beach and she's 
thinking about something that's kind of sad. She's just 
daydreaming. 

Picture 13 

Those look like they're a bunch of hippies maybe, and 
they're just living together and doing a bunch of nothing. 
They look kind of sad. 

Picture 14 

1,4e11, it looks like those men are in a night club and 
they're watchin~ that lady and they're just sitting there 
and not haVing a good time but they don't look like 
they're sad either. 
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Picture 15 

Dm•.• Well, I can't see much in there. 

Picture 16 

Oh, well, that looks like it might be a lawyer or somebody 
talking' to these people, or it could be any official 
talking to people, and it looks like they're filling out 
papers like marriage papers or something like that, and 
they all look kind of happy. 

Picture 17 

Well, they just look like two people sitting out on the 
back porch someplace and he's singing a song to her, and 
they're just sitting around relaxing. 

Picture 18 

Well, they're like children Iivil'l..g in the slums and that 
older girl has to take care of the child~en and they're 
probably hungry and don't have very nice clothes and that. 

Picture 19 

Well, she looks like a girl going to run a race on that 
go-cart and she might be hollering at somebody on the side
lines or her motor might have stopped because the other 
ones look like they're moving by fast. She's probably mad. 

Picture 20 

That's a picture of a Negro who might have just gotten.•• 
he might have just gotten his citizenship or got to vote 
and he feels like the United states really belongs to him 
and he feels that he I s just as good as my other person; 
he's patriotic and he's a good man, and feels he's got just 
as much right to it as anybody else does. 

-
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Picture 21 

Urn .•• they look happy and the mother is playing with her 
baby and she knows that the mother loves her and it makes 
the baby happy. 

picture 22 

Well, that's just a picture of a lady that's. she might be 
trying on a necklace she likes very good and she's adoring 
it. 

Picture 2) 

It looks like it might be a hospital and the man has just 
done surgery on a patient, and he's happy because the 
patient is going to live and he's probably the main surgeon 
and the other people are helping clean up and that. 

Picture 24 

Well, they look like they're two teenagers and they're 
dancing and having fun and just normal. 

Picture 25 

Well ••• I don't know, it looks just like a dirty piece of 
paper. 
in it. 

It just has a smudge on it. I don't see nothing 

Can you create something there? 

No. 
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CASE #14 

Picture 1
 

Dm•.• happy kids getting ready for bed and it looks like 
Christmas time, I guess, and that's about all. 

Picture 2
 

Having fun swimmang, playing around and love.
 

Picture 3
 

An old man and he looks sad I guess and •••
 

Any idea why he might be sad?
 

No. He's old and might have lost his job or something.
 

Picture 4
 

Boys. and it looks like they're having an argument and they 
must be playing baseball because of the mit and they're 
dirty. 

Picture 5
 

Happiness, love and clean.
 

Picture 6
 

Poor, unhappy and sad, I guess, and worried.
 

Picture 7
 

Happy and Ju st walking along being happy.
 

Picture 8
 

Young, I guess, and they're thinking or singing maybe or 
just listening to music. 
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Picture 9 

They're having fun and ••• ls that raining 
'11 11 b Ithey a e c ean when they're done. 

or snowingY W·ell 

Picture 10 

Are those the hands of a clock right there? 

I don't know. 

Well, he might be trying to stop time right there trying 
to put up the hands trying to stop it. He's probably 
happy. 

Any reason why he might want to stop time? 

So he don't get old. 

Picture 11 

Oh, I couldn't make out the picture; I guess it's a doll's 
head and I don't get that one. 

Picture 12 

She looks sort of unhappy I guess, and almost well .•• she's 
probably watching someone else have fun and she looks so 
lonely. 

Picture i) 

Um, they look like they don't have nothing to do and just 
sitting around, they don't have very good clothes on and they 
look llke they haven't any family and they're all just 
like playing a game. 

Picture 14 

Viell, I gue ss the men are happy to see that and this lady 
1s bending down rle-il t here on a man. They all look like 
they're for business because they've all got on fancy suits. 
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Picture 15
 

house looks pretty old. 
The girl looks uhhappy and all of them do, I guess. The
 

Picture 16
 

Well, the girl looks happy and likes taking care of business 
and that's about all. 

Picture 17
 

Love, I guess, and it's probably hot out because they've 
got drinks and he's probably singing her a love song. 

Picture 18
 

I guess they're playing around and they look poor and it 
looks like they got fences all around so they can't get 
away or something. And they're happy, some of them. 

Picture 19
 

She looks like she's mad or something and she's smoking 
a cigar, and it looks like she's out of the race too. 

Picture 20
 

There's a Negro and I guess he's got the flag for freedom 
and he's, I guess, he's going somewhere because of the sign. 

Picture 21
 

1ne mother's happy 'cause she's got a kid and th: baby 
looks llke she's happy and they're playing arouna. 

Picture 22
 

She looks like she's unhappy and she's old.
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Picture 23 

Oh, he might be happy because maybe a baby was born and 
he's got blood allover his gloves and he might not be done 
because those other people are standing around there. 

Picture 24 

Well, they're dancing and having fun and it looks like 
they're sort of old. not old, but not today; and they look 
happy, I guess, dancing and having fun. 

picture 25 

It's a blanl{ sheet of paper and it's a ••• got some marks on 
it and that's about all. 
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CASE #15 

Picture 1 

It looks like two little kids that are brothers and sisters 
and they're playing and look happy and they're watching
somebody or something. I don't know. 

Picture 2 

It looks like this lady and this man was out and driving 
around and doing something, and then they went out to the 
water and he's trying to pull her down. 

Picture J 

He's sad or something like that, and he's really thinking 
and he looks llke he's a doctor and he's worried about 
something. 

Picture 4 

It looks like these two peaceful little kids and they was 
out playing out in the dirt or something, and then they 
started talking about something, they look happy or sad, ••• 
no mad. 

Picture 5 

He looks happy because this man and woman just got engaged 
or plan on getting married or something. 

Picture 6 

She looks sad for this little girl and she lookS like she 
probebly t-touldn' t have no parents because of the ''fay she' s 
dressed and that. 

Picture 7 

Looks happy because the people goln,';< down the street and 
slngin~ and messing around. 



Picture 11 

Looks like a human with a heart transplant or something
and it doesn' t really look sad or happy or anything like 

Picture 10 

Oh, well. it doean't really make sense or something; just 
a guy with a clock work or something like that. 

P1cture 9 

Looks happy from these two 11ttle k1ds out playing and 
h~ving fun in the $ununertime •. like tbe.J?reQu$;ln".·.a·.;tupor
something or ge t t1ng sp:X-EJ.yed or ·something,; .. 

J>re,l{;tlly don't see tilnytb1ng.W1e;ht; theI'e. };'5~I.;-m~@'P;!il'\H~.s.;, 
t}l~;t~make sense? 

111.ctp.;rfj 8 

that. 

Picture 12 

Well, I don' t really like t1".at one beoause it doean't look 
very nice. Not a very good man. 

Picture 1)
 

It looks 11ke a bunch of hippies or something out and they
 
don't know where they're going. or what they're doing and,
 
they've run away from home and stuff like that. They don t
 
look very happy; in fact, they look very sad.
 

Pioture 14
 

Well, that's not very good cause I don't really see anything
 
in 1t.
 

Picture 15
 
Well, it·· do.. n't- loo·k· ·d either, people out there and
very goo 'i or some-
they probably don't even know ''That they're (10 ng .
 
thing like that.
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Picture 16 

Well, it looks happy; it looks like, maybe a man and a 
woman wh~ wants to adopt a child or something like that, 
and they re going down business or something like that. 

Picture 17 

Well, it looks like the girl is enjoying the man's music 
and that. and it looks like they're having a good time 
and all that. 

Picture 18 

Well, it looks like it's in a slum picture and these little 
kids are going around looking like they're having fun; but 
they're probably not very old, and he's probably very sad 
about being in the slums or something like that. 

Picture 19 

Well, it looks like this lady and she's going to •• oshe's 
smoking and that's very nice because you're not supposed 
to smoke and that. 

Picture 20 

It looks like a Negro and he's out and he's waving the 
American flag and he's probably happy about that state or 
something and it looks like he's from the South or something. 

Picture 21 

It lOOks hapPY because it's a little baby and that; the 
baby looks cute and he's ••• it's probably a he and the 
mother's probably happy with it. 

Picture 22 

It looks sad in a way, I don't know really, urn •••• 
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Picture 23 

It looks like a butcher someplace and he's been cutting 
meat cause ther~'s blood allover his hands and that and 
they're butcherJ.ng; or something ••• no, it looks and because 
that looks like an operating table because there are other 
people over there that look like doctors and they're 
operating over there. 

Picture 24 

It looks like it's happy because some people like to go 
out and dance and that and they have a good time and that. 

Picture 25 

Well, it looks like a cloud or something like that or a 
blank sheet of paper; really it looks like a blank sheet 
of paper only its white, something like a cloud is. 
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CASE #16 

Pioture 1 

well, t t looks like a happy picture and there's two 
little ••• well, a girl and a boy and they're coming dOlm.. 
sta.irs and 1 t looks like Christmas morning and they':re
about ready to open their presents. . . 

Picture 2 

Looks like a happy picture and there's a man and 
and they're playing and the man is pulling the lady out 
of the lake. 

Picture J 

Looks like a sad picture and a picture of a 
sad about something, I don't know what though. 

Picture 4 

It 1001\8 like four boys and. they're, 1 mean, 
had a baseball game and they're all dirty and they're 
about ready to take a bath. 

Picture 5 

LOOks like a man and a. lady e.nd they're very happy and 1t 
looks like they just got engaged. 

Pioture 6 

Looks like a sad little girl and she looks kind of poor 
and she doesn't have any good clothes and she just looks 
real sad. 

Picture 7 

. h 'oing down theLoaks llke eo singing group ana t ey re g . A. . rna be. 
countr;;r rOtold they're singing songs, folk songs Y> 
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CASE #16 

Picture 1 

Well, 1 t looks like a happy picture and there's two 
little ••• well, a girl and a boy and they're coming dOrm
stairs and 1 t looks like Christmas morning and they're
about ready to open their presents. 

Picture 2 

Looks like a happy picture and there's a man and a lady 
and they're playing and the man is pulling the lady out 
of the lake. 

Picture J 

Looks like a sad picture and a picture of a man and he's 
sad about something, I don't know what though. 

Picture 4 

It looks like four boys and they're, I mean, they just 
had a baseball game and they're all dirty and they're 
about ready to take a bath. 

Picture 5 

Looks like a man and a lady Lmd they're very happy and it 
looks like they just got engaged. 

Pioture 6 

LOOks like a sad little girl and she looks kind of poor 
and she doesn't have any good clothes and she just looks 
real sad. 

Picture 7 

LOOk.'.s 11,k,{.,"· a, 1	 ' ,",n'd t,v,ey" re iJ;oing down the 
- d,"" S ne; 1.11g	 group r... ." - b 

f l' _"""._,,'.~,',' S()I1,c.t,S, folk songs may e.C t ro	 they re S 'I,.ounry	 '- ~-_ 
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Picture 8 

Looks like one of those groups that are kind of wild and 
they're singing together. 

Picture 9 

Looks like it's in the spring and it's raininF and two 
Ii ttle kids are in a tub and they're just Pla~ing together
and having a bath. 

Picture 10 

Well ••• it just looks like a man fixing a clock. That's 
all I know about that. 

Picture 11 

I don't know ..• just looks like a man maybe, um..• having 
some kind of an operation or some tool that. .. I don't know. 

Picture 12 

It looks like a girl and she's just looking at the sea and 
she might be i svlimming pretty soon and she's just 
looking at maybe the kids playing or something. She looks 
sort of sad or frowning. 

Picture 13 

Looks like a group of beatniks or hippies or something and 
they're just out talking and tro~~ing. 

Picture 14 

LOOks like maybe a night club where ;ust men go and this 
lady is dol a striptease dance or ~omethlng. It's probably 
a night club or place where men are just allowed. 
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Picture 22 

Looks like a lady and she's kind of old in age and she 
looks kind of sad and frowning about something. 

any idea of what she might be fro~ming about? 

Vm •.• could be a money situation or anything. 

Picture 23 

Looks like they're in a butcher house and they're cutting 
up meat, or, oh, no, they're in a surgery room and they're 
operating on someone, that's what it is, and they have 
gloves on. 

Picture 24 

Looks like two teenagers, a girl, and a boy and they're 
dancing and having a good time and they're happy. 

Picture 25 

Looks like a whi te piece of paper or it's all clear and 1 t 
could be on a clear day and it's all sky and no clouds in 
the sky. 

rrr:r 
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CASE #17 

Picture 1 

Well, I see happiness like the kids on Christmas morning
when they get up. 

Picture 2
 

About the same thing, they're having fun playing around.
 

Picture 3
 

It looks like my grandfather, but he's dead now.
 

Picture 4 

Looks like a bunch of kids playing around and they're dirty 
and they're haVing fun. 

Picture 5 

Well, I guess happiness, because he's giVing her a ring or 
something. 

Picture 6
 

Urn, I don't see anything.
 

Picture 7 

It lOOks like they're having fun out hiking in the woods 
and stuff. 

Picture 8 

It looks like some hippies that are playing around with 
guitars and singing and stuff. 

......
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Picture 9 

Looks like the kids are outside and pIa. in
 
l~s raining and they're trying to ta.ke ~ b:t~roundt~he~
 
playing around or something. ,or ey re 

Picture 10
 

I don't see anything in that.
 

Picture 11
 

Well, I don't see anything in that either.
 

Picture 12 

Well, I don't know she looks like she's not very happy or
 
thinking about something.
 

Any idea what she might be thinking about?
 

She's probably thinking about what the, I mean how, the
 
things look around the water and stuff. 

Picture 13 

It just looks like some hipples somewhere talking or some 
stuff. 

Picture 14 

Well, it looks like the men are in front but I don't know ••• 
I don't see very much in that. 

Picture 15 

Urn••• l don't see very much in that either. It looks like 
they're sitting around some kind of a lodge somewhere. 

Picture 16
 

I don't see anything in that.
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Picture 17 

It looks like they're having, I mean it's happiness because 
they're sitting around on a patio somewhere and he's sin i 
and she's reading and just having fun. g ng 

Picture 18 

It looks like they're having fun; it looks like they're by 
a railroad track or something and they're playing around 
by there. 

Picture 19 

It looks like she'd be having fun too because she's driving 
a race car and smoking a cigar. 

Picture 20 

Well, I think that shows a Negro ~ho's proud to be an 
American and living in this country. 

Picture 21
 

Well, that's happiness and the lady 1s playing with her baby.
 

Pi cture 22
 

I don't really know; I don't see anything in it.
 

Picture 2) 

Well, it looks like he's a doctor or something or a surgeon 
and he's just finished operating on somebody and he must be 
happy about it. 

Picture 24
 

They're having fun dancing.
 

Picture 25
 

Well, I don't see anything in that.
 

Can you lrnagine Borneth inp: there?
 

Not really. 
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CASE #18 

Pioture 1 

Well, it reminds me of a happy family. 

Pioture 2
 

Oh, a date.
 

What about the date?
 

Well, it looks like they're having fun, makes me kind of
 
hapPY· 

Pioture 3 

Reminds me of an old man, and it makes me sad because I
 
don't like old age.
 

You don't like old age?
 

No.
 

Picture 4 

Reminds me of my brothers because when I hear them they're 
always messing around in the dirt and junk like that. 

Picture 5 

Reminds me of newly \'ieds, because they look kind of young 
and the house 1s fairly new. 

Picture 6 

Reminds me of poverty because of her clothes and the sur
roundings. 

Picture 7
 

That reminds me of a group out rUn111ng around.
 

Is that good or bad?
 

That t S good.
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Picture 8
 

Reminds me of some teenagers at a hangout and j t

around. - us messing
 

Picture 9
 

Reminds me of... r don't know. Reminds me of nothing.
 

Picture 10
 

Reminds me of nothing.
 

picture 11
 

Reminds me of emptiness or loneliness because of that one 
little whatever it is in the middle. 

Picture 12
 

It doesn't remind me of anything.
 

Picture 13 

Oh, it reminds me of a group and they're probably dropouts 
or something hanging around without anything to do. 

Picture 14
 

Reminds me of a stag party.
 

In What way?
 

Oh, because of all the men sitting around and the, I mean 
only, one woman. Oh, there's another woman in there. It 
just reminds me of that because of that. 

Picture 15
 

Don't remind me of anything.
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Picture 16 

Well, looks like a marriage counselor because it 1 k 
law books in the back and the two couples there h o~ s like 
trouble or something. av ng 

Picture 17 

Reminds me of young people just probably married and they're
just relaxing outside. 

Picture 18 

Don't remind me of anything. 

Picture 19 

Reminds me of a go-cart race and she's against everybody 
else and there's something wrong with her go-cart or some
thing and she had to stop for a pit stop. 

Picture 20 

I think it symbolizes that a Negro stands alone, and it 
looks like no one 1s around, yet he's an American because 
he has a flag. 

Picture 21 

\.)'ell t 1 t reminds 1I1e of a TI81'1born baby at home for the first 
time or it's been home for awhile. 

Picture 22 

Reminds me of old age again. 

Picture 2J 

and\.Jell, it's a doctor \~ho just got through with surgery 
it looks 1 ike 1 t prob:1 bly \"ras successful, and he' s ~n hassurgery and 1 t \ill1 prob/:ibly be successful because ..e 
an expression on lis face like it isn't a failure. 
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Picture 24 

Oh, some teenagers at a dance and they look like they're
probably having fun. 

Picture 25
 

Nothing.
 

Can you imagine anything there?
 

It's like in a snow storm and 'you can't see anything but
 
whl te in front of you. There is emptiness and ••• that's alL 
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CASE #19 

Picture 1 

Looks like a brother and sister looking at all the presents 
under the tree on Christmas morning. 

Picture 2 

It looks like a boy and a girl out on a date and they stopped 
by the lake and he's trying to splash her. 

Picture 3
 

It looks like a man worried about something.
 

What do you think he's worried about?
 

don't know, it could be his wife just died. 

Picture 4 

'I'hare are three little boys sitting down and they're all 
kind of dirty from playing baseball and they look like 
they could be arguing about the game or something like that. 

Picture 5 

It looks like a man and a woman just getting engaged and 
they're both real happy. 

Picture 6 

Looks like a little girl in another country that doesn't 
have no }/Drents or nothing to eat. She's sad. 

Picture 7
 

Looks like [1 bunch of ldrls welkine; along a road singing.
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Picture 8 

Looks like a couple of hippies singing and they don't 
too happy. look 

Picture 9 

A couple of little kids taking a bath in a tub while it's 
raining or something. 

Picture 10
 

I don't know. It doesn't mean anything.
 

Picture 11 

It looks like the inside of a man's body or something, I 
don't know. 

Picture 12 

A girl standing on the beach watching or daydreaming about 
something, maybe she's goine to go swi~~ing. 

Picture 1)
 

A bunch of hippies sitting around looking sad.
 

t,.,lhy do you thi they're sad?
 

Probably becrmse, well, maybe because no one t'J1l1 talk to
 
them or somethi like that. 

Picture 14 

Gee, I don't know. It doesn't look very nice. It looks 
like a nl t club and a 1'1 do a striptease. 

Picture 15 

There t S, t11' r ' . 0 l' two girls. One girl is , ee pe p e, one Y i' d f' sad
"'u 1 th 0,' .LV' '1'e,I,~,cr,>'"l" "',,'], ,~"u~~t. looks ir n o~ , " 11 g'g n ,e boy d, _ '"'1:;:) 

the wholt"l thi • 

.......
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pioture 16 

Looks like a lawyer or somebody like that talking to a 
couple about something like maybe a divorce or something. 

Picture 17 

Looks like a girl and boy 8i tting on a porch and the guy 
is singing a song, probably a love song, to the girl and 
they're just relaxing having a good time. They both look 
real happy. 

Pioture 18 

It looks 1 ike a slumy place and the kids are kind of happy 
but one 1s sad about something and ••• maybe their mom has 
just got home from work, I don't know. 

Picture 19 

It's some sort of race and there's a girl driving this car 
and it looks like she's mad and might be yelling at some
body to help her and she's smoking a cigar. 

Picture 20 

It's a Negro holding an Ameri can flag and I think it mesns 
he's glad he's an r1can because he can vote and stuff 
like that. 

Picture 21 

A mother and a baby and they're both real hs,ppy... the 
mother is playi ~vi th the baby and they're happy. 

Picture 22 

h~ be worried aboutAn older lad v and she looks like she ill :1. IS·' u 

somethin or 
v 

concentrati on something. 

Picture 2J 

' _. .,' A op"-~I·;>t ; nR" on somebodyIt. 8 a doctor who's. iust fo':ot OOI.!8 ... ''- ,,' ,L 'J...... ..' 11',"8. ,. c' 1 i' 1 ~ fqce lOOKS h 
cJl:d he lOOks like, I mean e 100;. on '~e~nl~ 1n the back 
it was B successful ope lon. ano the p, ~ 
must bE:> ~,;t t 11 "\forki ng. 

.. 
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Picture 24
 

'Two teenagers dancing and having fun.
 

Picture 25
 

Nothing.
 

Can you imagine anything there?
 

Well .•• maybe a snow storm or something.
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CASE #20 

Picture 1 

Two little kids on the stairs and it looks like it could 
be at Christmastime or something. 

Picture 2 

Looks like a happy picture 'cause this guy is trying to 
pull this girl down in the water. 

Picture 3 

It looks like an old man and he's thinking about something 
like••• maybe his business or something. 

Picture 4 

I see three boys and they're dirty and they've probably just 
finished playing baseball and two of them are arguing prob
ably about why they lost or something like that. 

Picture 5 

A man and a wo:man who are very happy because they just got 
engaged and he's putting the ring on. 

Picture 6 

This 1s a sad picture. It's a little girl in some place 
like Viet or some place like that and she probably
doesn't have H lila e1' or father and she doesn't have very 
good clothes on; she's sad. 

Picture 7 

A bunch of kids t'iBlkin dONn a road singing folk songs or 
Something, ttnd they look happy. 
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Picture 8 

Two guys and one is playing the guitar and the other guy 
is listening or something and they're drinking beer and 
they don't look very sad. 

Picture 9 

It looks like it' s raining and 
tub or taking a bath. 

two kids are playing in s. 

Picture 10 

That doesn't make any sense to me. 

Picture 11 

Looks weird. 

Picture 12 

A girl standing on the beach daydreaming about something 
or maybe vmtchin,:" someone. 

Picture i)
 

It lool{'s like a bunch of hippies and they're sad looking.
 

Picture 14 

don't like the looks of that. 

Picture 15
 

That girl lool';:s disgusted about the girl and boy hugging.
 

Picture 16
 

A principal talki to a couple of kids.
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Picture 17
 

That's happiness.
 

picture 18
 

A mother protecting her kid from the other ones.
 

Picture 19 

A woman racecar driver smoking a cigar. 

Picture 20 

A Negro holding a flag. 

Picture 21 

A mother playine- wi th her baby and they look happy. 

Picture 22
 

It doesn't mean anything.
 

Picture 23 

A doctor who's just finished operating on somebody and it 
must have been a success. 

Picture 24
 

1wo teenagers danci and they look happy.
 

Picture 25 

It looks like a bl£mlc sheet of paper or ... maybe a snoW 
storm. 




